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NEWS 

1. On the international foreign exchange markets, the US dollar had a mixed response as it 

pared some of its gains against its major trading partners by close of the trading week. It 

gained the most (by 1.47%) against the Yen, by 1.3% against the Pound and by 0.7% 

against the Singapore $. It weakened by 1.3% against the Australian $, 0.73% against the 

Swiss Franc, by 0.5% each against the Euro and the Danish Krona and by 0.37% against the 

Canadian $.  

2. The majority of US retailers have reported strong sales in October and consumer sentiment 

has increased to a seven-year high. This development is all the more positive as the 

economy approaches its traditional period of frenzied holiday shopping, first Thanksgiving 

and then Christmas. Consumer sentiment, as captured by the Thomson Reuters index read 

89.4 (its highest level since July 2007), buoyed by lower unemployment and falling gasoline 

prices. Besides, import prices dropped by 1.3% in September, mainly on the back of 

cheaper oil and a stronger Dollar. Meanwhile, US consumers expect inflation to average 

2.6% p.a. 5-10 years ahead, the lowest reading since March 2009. 

3. European GDP data showed that Germany averted a recession by the narrowest of margin, 

after it followed a 0.2% contraction in QII GDP with a growth of a meager 0.1% in the 

current quarter. While France too posted a modest increase in GDP growth (by 0.3%), Italy 

remained in recession as its economy contracted by 0.1% during the third quarter. The 18-

country union expanded by 0.2% on the quarter after witnessing a 0.1% growth in the 

previous three-month period. Year-on-year, the region’s growth was 0.8% during the third 

quarter. 

4. The British pound depreciated against the Euro by the most in nearly 20 months, while also 

touching a 14-month low against the USD on Friday ($1.5667 per GBP). The pound was 

undermined by the dashing of hopes of an interest rate hike after the Bank of England cut its 

growth forecast for the year and announced that inflation will slow in coming months. 

5. China’s core October data came out softer and below consensus. Industrial output rose 7.7% 

from a year ago, while retail sales grew by 11% during the same period. Independent 

estimates suggest that such an expansion in industrial output of 7.7% would correspond to 

an annualized GDP growth rate of 7.1%. The growth in industrial output is the slowest on 

record since the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008. Investments in machinery, railways 

and property development grew by 15.9%, marking the weakest performance since 

December 2001.  

6. On the domestic interbank market, the rupee-dollar exchange rate traded in the range of Rs 

61.44 – 61.81 per $, before ending the week with a loss of 9 paise for the rupee to close at 

Rs 61.72 per $. The forward premium levels across maturities of 1-month, 3-month, 6-

month and 12-month are at 7.74%, 7.8%, 7.84% and 7.22% p.a. as against 7.12%, 7.41%, 

7.4% and 6.88% respectively in the previous week.  
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VIEWS 

1. On the domestic macro-economic front, services exports rose 5.3% to $12.94 billion in 

September over the year. However, imports of services fell by 9.1% to $6.17 billion. The 

cumulative number for services exports for the April-September period stood at $79 billion, 

while cumulative import payments were $43 billion. With the merchandise trade deficit 

during this period at $ 70 bn, the net amount would be $ 34 bn. Last year, inward remittance 

from Indians working abroad amounted to $ 32 bn in the first half of the year. If this number 

is not sharply lower in the first half of 2014-15, the current account would nosedive to a 

negligible level from $ 27 bn last year. 

2. With wholesale and consumer price inflation having fallen to multi-year lows of 1.77% and 

5.52% respectively, the clamor for a more accommodative monetary policy by the Reserve 

Bank of India has just gotten louder. Governor Rajan of late, has been emphasizing the need 

to guard against complacency being set in the current scenario of low crude prices and 

Rupee stability. We continue to expect RBI to leave interest rates unchanged when it 

reviews its monetary policy in the first week of December. 

3. The central bank in its part realizes the need to bolster its forex reserves in the event of a 

‘flight to safety’. As shown in the appended graphs, it has substantially added to its kitty 

over the last year – compared to $ 275 bn in September 2013, forex reserves are $ 40 bn 

higher. We believe that RBI would be eyeing a level close to $350 billion (this would 

ensure roughly 9 months of import cover). Interestingly, its net forward position, which was 

heavily short after the swaps relating to FCNR(B) deposits, has also turned long, another 

sign of its ability to withstand bear pressure on the rupee. 

4. Meanwhile, the rupee came under bear pressure during later part of the week, mainly owing 

to a broad based strength in the US Dollar viz-a-viz major international currencies. The 

slowdown in Europe and the threat of an imminent one lurking in China, coupled with 

revised (lower) growth estimates for Britain, have made the American economy appear like 

a beacon of growth in a much more pronounced way. This is evident from the fact that 

while volatility in the USD/INR pair has been largely subdued over the past fortnight or so, 

there has been a marked jump in volatility in the international forex markets, a trend 

pronounced by a precipitous fall in the Russian Ruble and a rather sharp decline in the 

Japanese Yen.   

5. In the international forex markets, while the Japanese Yen weakened to a new 7-year low 

against the USD (at JPY 116.82 per USD) before paring some of its losses, the greenback 

has strengthened the most (by 7%) amongst the ten developed market currencies during the 

past three months. Separately, the WGC announced that Russia added a whopping 55 tons 

of gold to its reserves in the third quarter. We are changing our range for the Yen to JPY 

108-120 per $, while keeping those for the Euro and the Pound unchanged, as follows: 

 

$ 1.53 – 1.65 per GBP,  

$ 1.20 – 1.32 per EUR 
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